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Chapter 1
Introduction to Irony and Literature

Introduction
Ludwig van Beethoven ends his collection of piano sonatas with a technically demanding
work in two movements. This work—his Sonata for Piano in C minor, Op. 111, completed
in the early 1820s—is a virtuosic piece, laden with complex harmonies, increased
chromaticism, and contrapuntal writing. The second and final movement of the sonata
begins in C major, where the preceding movement finished. The finale consists of a set of
five variations based upon a sixteen-measure theme. Harmonically, this theme is relatively
straightforward, with only one secondary dominant and a modulation to the relative minor.
However, at the third variation, we reach a strikingly unusual moment. At this
point, the music bursts forth with a combination of thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes, a
rhythmic motive that remains present throughout the entire variation. In all, the variation
yields an effect of dissociation, as though suddenly shifting to an entirely different style.
Indeed, the jagged rhythms here, along with the increased chromaticism and a ii-V-I
cadence, might well strike the modern listener as similar to early jazz.
Naturally, this variation is not actually a work of jazz. The point here, however, is
that there is such a drastic shift as to suggest an almost otherworldly effect, as though
Beethoven is momentarily evoking an entirely different musical persona. In this sense, this
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particular moment in Beethoven’s final piano sonata could be understood to exemplify a
type of musical irony, that is, in which the music says one thing but “means” something
else.
This may prompt us to wonder: why would an aspect of music deliberately portray
some kind of falsehood? The notion that a passage of music could portray irony has
sparked discourse among scholars and musicologists. Exploring this aesthetic property
here and elsewhere in Beethoven’s piano sonatas might help us realize their full expressive
and narrative qualities.
I am hardly the first person to explain a passage of music in reference to the concept
of irony. Beethoven’s music in particular has inspired discussions among scholars
regarding its possible use of irony. A salient example of this may be witnessed in the study
of irony in Beethoven by Tamara Balter (2009), which argues for the importance of irony
as a vital feature of the music. Balter maintains that irony could be understood as “an
aesthetic property of works of art. An aesthetic property is one that is necessarily (not
merely inductively) relevant to aesthetic evaluation” (2009, 1). In other words, Balter
argues perceiving irony in music at times is essential if we are to provide a complete
interpretation of a musical work.
Much as Balter, I contend an ironic interpretation is often necessary in order for a
deep comprehension of various aspects of Beethoven’s works. This includes not only this
variation from the finale of his Op. 111, but passages or movements from other piano
sonatas. Exploring this issue in turn can shed much light on these works in particular, as
well as on Beethoven’s style in general.
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Literature—Linguistic Scholars
Irony has long been discussed by several linguistic scholars, outside the field of musicology.
Scholars who have discussed irony as an aesthetic property include Salvatore Attardo
(1999), Wayne C. Booth (1974), Robert L.J. Brown (1980), Raymond W. Gibbs (1994),
David Holdcroft (1983), and Roger J. Kreuz with Sam Gluckberg (1989). For instance,
consider the work of the linguist Salvatore Attardo (1999) who presents a general theory of
irony. Attardo discusses two large categories of irony—verbal, a linguistic phenomenon,
and situational, which is a state of the world that is perceived as ironical. He breaks down
several subcategories of each. Discussing verbal irony, he mentions both sarcastic irony
and unintentional irony, that is, irony that arises in hindsight, when utterances are initially
not intended to be ironic, but become so for any reason.
Also important is the work of Kreuz and Gluckberg (1989), who discuss other
categories of irony, such as Socratic irony and irony of fate. They define Socratic irony as
the pretense of ignorance on a given topic. Their definition of irony of fate corresponds
with Attardo’s description of situational irony. Their general claim is that the purpose of
irony is to express disproval of a situation. Gluckberg (1995) also introduces the concept of
“pragmatic insincerity.” With these instances, the speaker must violate universally
understood figures of speech.
Another important type of irony examined by scholars is verbal irony. An example
of such examination is found in an article by Robert L.J. Brown (1980), who contends that
verbal irony is not limited to assertions. In other words, various speech acts may be
perceived as ironical as well, such as an undeserved congratulations, greeting, thanking, or
apology. To help demonstrate this, Brown cites Jerry Seinfeld’s well-known “Hello,
3

Newman,” which is clearly not intended as a positive salutation. Rather, it contradicts the
traditional greeting, and thus exemplifies an ironic greeting.
It should be underlined, however, that irony does not necessarily involve a negative
attitude. This point is made by David Holdcroft (1983), who contends that irony may be
playful and affectionate, that is, expressing a positive attitude in a negative tone. Likewise,
Robert L.J. Brown (1980) proposes the following example: “Sorry to keep bothering you
like this!” when it is spoken by a stockbroker, calling you repeatedly to announce
unexpected dividends.

Literature—Musicologists
Each of the linguistic scholars discussed in the previous section demonstrate how irony has
many nuances but has the capacity to render conversation more entertaining. Let’s now
shift our discussion to musicologists who have studied irony, and how it applies to music.
As these scholars argue, irony shines a light on important aspects of music, which in turn
allows for an enriched understanding and analysis of the works at hand.
A prominent music scholar who investigated at the length ways in which irony may
be applied to music is Michael Cherlin, who wrote a book length discussion on the topic,
examining composers such as W.A. Mozart, Franz Schubert, and Gustav Mahler (2017).
Cherlin proposes twelve categories of musical irony (20):
1. Irony at the hinge where movements or sections change.
2. Irony within a contrapuntal juxtaposition.
3. Ironies of irruption or interruption.
4. When music is performed, quoted, or restated in a context that induces a sense of
irony.
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5. Irony where the music clashes with the text (that is, it tells us not to believe what is
being said), or where the words or situations clashes with the music (where, for
example, the optimism or joy of the music is not to be believed).
6. Dramatic irony.
7. Peripeteia—tragic irony of reversal.
8. Ironies of distancing, detachment, and isolation.
9. Making the repulsive attractive.
10. Irony in parody.
11. Irony in the way a piece presses up against its precursor.
12. Ironies of undecidables.
Let us consider a few of these categories. In discussing the first, Cherlin explains
how this irony arises when an abrupt change or mood brought about by an impulsive
change in tempo, mode, orchestration, or dynamics shines an ironic light on the music that
came before. For example, this may manifest in a classical symphony, where there is a
transition from a solemn slow movement to a fast dance, or vice versa. Cherlin explains:
“The irony does not inhere in either movement, neither the dance nor the slow movement
need be ironic in themselves; irony occurs when the subsequent movement is heard with
the antecedent still echoing in our musical imaginations” (Cherlin 2017, 21). Cherlin’s third
category, ironies of irruption or interruption is similar to the first type, but here there is not
merely a sudden change, rather a seeming intrusion of material that is so foreign to the
preceding material.
Also of significance is Cherlin’s fourth category: when music is performed, quoted,
or restated in a context that induces a sense of irony. This type of irony arises especially in
film, when the juxtaposition of music and image reverse the meaning of the music. For
instance, Vera Lynn’s “We’ll Meet Again” was originally meant to promote solidarity and
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confidence among British soldiers in WWII. Cherlin explains how this song’s use at the end
of the film Dr. Strangelove, in which a nuclear explosion goes off, produces a sense of irony.
“The social unity is still there: the film’s nuclear doomsday scenario has us all dying
together, and the words ‘we’ll meet again, don’t know where don’t know when’ have
changed from hopes of reunion after a war to acceptance of mutual annihilation” (Cherlin
2017, 50). As I shall argue, this type of irony can arise in instrumental music as well, as
when excerpts of music are demonstrated outside their established norm, such as the third
movement of Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 1 in D major, where the first theme is a minor
setting of “Frère Jacques.”
Another recent musicologist who has studied musical irony is Janet Bourne (2016).
Bourne discusses both verbal and situational irony and applies these concepts to pieces
such as Ludwig van Beethoven’s Quartet for Strings in C-sharp Minor, Op. 131 and his
Quartet for Strings in F minor, Op. 95. She argues that verbal irony depends on the
speaker, and situational depends on events governed by fate (Bourne 2016, 2). She
explains that two main conditions must be met for situational irony to take place: the event
must exhibit human frailty and violate an expected norm. Her main contention is that irony
in music combines elements of both verbal and situational irony (Bourne 2016 3).
Regarding the violation of expectation, Bourne emphasizes music’s ability to raise
expectations that can either be fulfilled or denied. She discusses five ways musical
expectations may vary, namely origin (where does the expectation come from?), nature
(what is it like to have this expectation?), time course (how long is the expectation
sustained?), object (what kind of entity is the target of expectation?), and consequence
(what is the effect of the expectation?). As Bourne emphasizes, for irony to arise via a
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violation of expectation, the listener must share a common stylistic knowledge with the
composer in question (Bourne 2016, 4).
Tamara Balter is another musicologist who has investigated the interaction of music
and irony. Balter explores this issue most thoroughly in her dissertation (2009), which
focuses on string quartets of both Joseph Haydn and Ludwig van Beethoven. In addition to
verbal and situational, she describes four more categories of irony: dramatic, general,
parody, and romantic irony. Balter explains how dramatic irony is a unique kind of
situational irony in which the victim is not aware of his or her grim condition, while the
audience is. Balter further argues that general irony and parody occur when projected
situations are considered worse than actuality—in other words, this type of irony occurs in
situations when everything goes wrong. Balter describes romantic irony as the pinnacle of
all irony. This kind of irony occurs when the target is the work itself which manifests in
self-mockery and the “destruction of illusion” (17).
Balter examines music irony further in an article co-authored with Eddy Zemach
(2007). Balter and Zemach argue that irony as an aesthetic property is necessarily relevant
while evaluating music. In reference to language, they contend irony does not make
conversation tedious, but renders it more entertaining. They further argue that an
analogous concept can be applied to musical analysis. Zemach and Balter explain that one
way to express situational irony is by frustrating a meticulously prepared expectation for
harmonic resolution or a key area (Zemach and Balter 2007, 185), thereby violating an
established expectation, similar to what is outlined in Bourne (2016).
Romantic irony is of particular interest to many musicologists. A scholar who has
paid attention to this specific type of irony is Rey Longyear (2007), who contends the key
7

components are self-annihilation and destruction of illusion (649). Longyear also notes the
presence of romantic irony in Ludwig van Beethoven’s late string quartets. His contention
regarding romantic irony is that the artist animates his or her work but must detach his or
herself entirely and regard it objectively (650). He further argues incidents in Beethoven’s
own life indicate he was familiar with concepts of romantic irony. Much like Cherlin (2017)
discusses how an interruption of mood may indicate irony, Longyear argues how such an
effect may be accomplished with surprising tonal shifts (661).
Mark Evan Bonds (1991) also writes on romantic irony. He describes how music
containing romantic irony undermines the traditional premise of aesthetic illusion, creating
a sense of irony between the composer, listener, and work itself (57). Bonds draws
connections between the music of Joseph Haydn and the writings of English novelist
Laurence Sterne, who was noted for using romantic irony in his writings (58). Likewise, in
his study on Beethoven’s Quartet for Strings in F minor, Op. 95 (“Quartetto serioso”),
Bonds (2017) argues the happy, upbeat coda, which destroys the illusion of seriousness,
may only be explained through the lens of romantic irony (287).
All of these scholars have investigated irony through various styles of music. In
particular, Beethoven, who is the focus of the present study, has been the focus of many of
these investigations. However, Beethoven is hardly the only composer who has been noted
for his use of irony. For instance, L. Poundie Burstein (1999) has noted this aesthetic
property in the music of Franz Joseph Haydn, specifically in his symphonies. Charles S.
Brauner (1981) and Henry Dill (1989) discuss irony in the lieder of both Franz Schubert
and Robert Schumann. Jennifer Gerstel (1999) examines irony in the music of Dmitri
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Shostakovich, and Michael L. Klein (2009) discusses irony in the piano music of Frédéric
Chopin.
Let’s examine a few of these studies. Charles S. Brauner (1981) discusses irony in
the lieder of Franz Schubert and Robert Schumann, specifically in their setting of texts by
the poet Heinrich Heine. Brauner categorizes irony into two groups: overt irony (irony
intended to be noticed) and covert (irony not intended to be detected) (263). For instance,
Brauner cites Schumann’s “Ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen” from his Dichterliebe, Op. 48, as
a particularly clear example of overt irony (272). The text of this song focuses on an
unrequited love—an innately morose subject matter. Schumann, however, sets it with a
jubilant, carefree tune. There is especially a strong clash between the music and the final
two lines: “Und wem sie just passiret, Dem bricht das Herz entzei.” (“And he has just lived
it, It breaks his heart in two”) .
Covert irony is innately more challenging to detect, as it is more subjective
regarding interpretation. As a possible example of this, Brauner discusses Schubert’s “Der
Atlas” from Schwanengesang, D. 957, which has been widely commented on by scholars
(Braunder 1981, 270). Most agree the central image of the song is ironic, given that the
narrator here deflates his own pretensions with text such as “Ich trage Unerträgliches” (“I
bear the unbearable”), followed by the clichéd “und brechen, Will mir das Herz im Liebe”
(“and my heart, would break within my body”). However, the issue here is whether or not
Schubert recognized this irony and properly expressed it in the music, as there is no clash
between the tone of the music and the nature of the text. Brauner explains the concern:
“Possibly Schubert was deliberately overemphatic, and attempted to express the
exaggerated imagery of the poem through musical expression. Or he may have
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misunderstood the poem, taken its emotion seriously, and tried to give it as expressive a
setting as possible” (Brauner 1981, 270). The issue of whether or not “Der Atlas” conveys
covert irony has been contested by various scholars. As Brauner notes, “either the
metaphor is reasonable or it is not, and if not, either it is intentionally, purposefully so, or
not. Schubert fails to take a position, or to make it clear” (Brauner 1981, 271).
The music of Dmitri Shostakovich has been the particular focus of discussions of
music and irony. For instance, Jennifer Gerstel (1999) highlights the composer’s use of
irony in reaction to his circumstances of working under the Stalinist regime of his time.
Gerstel contends that the extreme cultural and political circumstances surrounding his
activity led to the entwinement of irony in his works.
As an example, she examines the second movement of his Symphony No. 10 in E
minor, Op. 93. She explains that “his musical characterization of Stalin in the short and
brutal second movement signals his disgust, blending emotions of furious anger with a
technical refusal of melody” (Gerstel 1999, 44). This is the shortest of Shostakovich’s
symphonies, and arguably the most aggressive, with a large number of crescendos. In
order to perceive the irony, we must take a few things into consideration. To start, the
music of Shostakovich has the potential for infinite interpretation. That is, while this
excerpt could be a negative portrayal of the dictator, someone who was fond of Stalin might
see it as a positive one. Additionally, this work was the first piece Shostakovich had written
after Stalin’s death. So while the melody is aggressive and intrusive, it can be argued that it
actually symbolizes Shostakovich’s freedom from the tyranny of Stalin, thus demonstrating
musical irony. In the words of Richard Taruskin (1997), “[w]hat made Shostakovich’s
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music the secret diary of a nation was not only what he put into it but what it allowed
listeners to draw out” (474).
Another scholar who examines Shostakovich’s use of irony is Robert Philip (2008).
In the Concerto for Piano, Trumpet, and Strings, Op. 35, Phillip argues that the irony here is
taken to new extremes, with various quotations and parodies present throughout. Philip
comments that “[t]he first movement has an ambivalent air, as if not sure whether to take
itself seriously or not. After an opening flourish, the first theme, with its hint of
Beethoven’s ‘Appassionata’ Sonata, is almost solemn. But soon the piano skitters off at a
faster tempo, and much of the movement is like a game of catch, with the piano continually
evading capture” (Philip 2018, 698). Later in the concerto, the trumpet quotes a Haydn
piano sonata, in a mocking manner that strongly suggests parody, as do the various
fanfares that collide with Romani-like dances. Philip further notes the concerto ends with
“hysterical mayhem” (699). All of these various style clashes are examples of situational
irony.
As a final example of irony, I consider the discussion by Michael L. Klein (2009) of
ironic narrative in Chopin’s Nocturne in B major, Op. 32, no. 1. Klein comments that the
material from the start of this piece is strikingly different from what is presented at the
end. Klein specifically discusses how Chopin fulfils the harmonic and motivic expectations
incited during the work’s first half through the use of authentic cadences and repeating
motifs. However, at m. 60, the mood instantly changes with an ominous progression and
gloomy augmented-sixth chord. Shortly after, the nocturne ends with a minor plagal
cadence. Klein describes how these drastic differences manifest in the music: “It is as if a
new character walks on stage during the final scene of a simple romance, pronounces a
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death verdict, and then brings down the curtain” (Klein 2009, 96). This kind of destruction
of illusion aligns with concepts of romantic irony. That is, although the majority of the
piece sets the stage for a peaceful, tranquil nocturne, this illusion is suddenly destroyed by
the last few measures.

Structure of Research
Each of the music studies discussed in the previous section seeks to show how
ironic interpretations in many cases can bolster the understanding of a specific
composition. The present study aims to follow in their footsteps, applying these concepts
to selections from Beethoven’s piano sonatas. To structure this work, Chapter Two defines
the various categories of irony, providing theoretical examples as well as real world
examples for each variety of irony. For many examples, a chart demonstrating the irony
will be provided. Chapter Three explores how each type of irony manifests in music—both
with and without text. This will be demonstrated with numerous examples for each
category. Here, too, charts will be provided to aid in this discussion.
Chapter Four is structured around Beethoven’s use of irony as discussed by various
music scholars, each of whom has written extensively on how irony is portrayed in
Beethoven’s music. The purpose here is to apply the same principles to the works I will be
discussing. For example, I shall contend the destruction of illusion associated with
Beethoven’s Op. 95 can be applied to his Op. 111 as well.
This study concludes in Chapter Five with analyses of relevant excerpts from the
three selected piano sonatas by Beethoven. In addition to the passage mentioned above in
Op. 111, this chapter examines the use of irony in two other of his sonatas: Sonata for
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Piano in C-sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 2 (“Moonlight”) and his Sonata for Piano in D major,
Op. 10, No. 3. These analyses involve examination of the harmonies, rhythms, form, and
other musical features, followed by an explanation of how these features arguably bolster a
sense of irony in these works. As I shall argue, by taking into account the aesthetic
property of irony, we get a stronger impression of the music’s expressive qualities, and in
turn, a more complete analysis of the work at hand.
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Chapter 2
Types of Irony
Irony has long been valued as an aesthetic category. As was noted in the previous chapter,
many scholars have studied this feature and how it applies to various media, not just music.
This chapter considers the concept of irony in general. For this study, I focus on five main
categories of irony: (1) verbal irony; (2) situational irony; (3) dramatic irony; (4) general
irony and parody; and (5) romantic irony.
Verbal Irony
Overview
Verbal irony is defined as expressing a thought while intending anything other than the
ubiquitous meaning conveyed by one’s words. Verbal irony requires both parties to
understand what is commonly considered the “normal” meaning of the words being used.
Broadly, the more distant the utterance seems to depart from the normal meaning, the
stronger the ironic effect will be.
For instance, take this situation: Sam is regarded as an abysmal driver. A verbally
ironic utterance would manifest in the statement “Sam is a good driver.” However, there
would be a stronger ironic effect with the statement “Sam is the greatest driver on the
roads!” Likewise, the effect would be even stronger if Sam frequently gets into accidents, as
opposed to getting tickets every so often. Here, as in many other cases, the greater the
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difference between the statement and actuality, the more ironic the statement would be, as
is depicted in Ex. 2.1.
Example 2.1: Comparison of verbally ironic statements
Statement that is ironic:
Statement:
Sam is a good driver.

Actuality:
Sam is a bad driver.

Statement that is even more ironic
Actuality:
Sam is a terrible driver.

Statement:
Sam is a great driver!

Again, grasping verbal irony relies on both the speaker and the audience. That is,
both parties must understand the common meaning of words or statements for irony to
occur. Furthermore, the audience must perceive that the speaker’s intentions are different
from the literal meaning of their words in order for the irony to be appreciated.
Intentional Irony: Sarcasm
What Attardo (1999, 795) refers to as “sarcastic irony” manifests as an undeservedly
positive claim that creates a sense of mockery. For instance, let’s say John is considered to
be obtuse. If a speaker claims “John is wise,” this would be an undeservedly positive
assessment. However, this can only be understood as irony if the speaker intends this as an
undeservedly positive assessment, and the audience understands the author’s intention. If
not, irony will be missed (Ex. 2.2).
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Example 2.2: Sarcastically ironic statement.

Statement: John is wise!

•
•
•

Actuality: John is slow-witted.

The greater difference between the statement and actuality, the greater the irony.
The statement must be deliberately false and intended to be understood as such.
The resulting claim is mocking or negative

For instance, let’s say in the situation above the audience does not realize that John
is slow-witted. Perhaps they just met John and have no indication of his intelligence. In
such a case, they might think that the author’s claim that “John is very wise” is actually true,
in which case they would miss the irony intended by the speaker. In other words, the
audience must be aware in this instance that John is slow-witted, or else the effect will be
lost.
Alternatively, let’s say the author actually does think John is indeed wise, but the
audience does not. Perhaps in this scenario, John is seemingly knowledgeable on a
particular subject and is demonstrating that intelligence. Or, perhaps the author genuinely
has a different opinion from the audience. Here, too, despite the clash between the
statement from the first author that “John is wise” and (what the audience perceives as) the
reality of the situation, this is a difference of opinion. In such a case, there would be no
mocking intent—and thus no presence of sarcasm.
Finally, let’s say the author is deliberately lying, purposely making the false claim
that John is wise. Perhaps the author does not want to hurt John’s feelings, or maybe John
is threatening the author in some way so as to force the author to lie. With such a scenario,
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the author would not be intentionally mocking John’s lack of intelligence to either insult
him or achieve a comedic result. In such cases, because this is a deliberate lie, there would
be no intentional irony, which by its very definition requires that the assessment be
understood as intended mockery.
Humorous, tongue-in-cheek statements without a mocking nature likewise will not
convey irony. For instance, take a situation in which a father proudly refers to his growing
son as his “little man.” This is clearly not intended to be taken literally, but as a type of
compliment, despite its unmistakable departure from actuality. Here too, lacking a sense of
mockery, such a claim would not be ironic.
In short, there must be some kind of ridicule or mockery for sarcastic irony to be
present. For it to convey sarcasm, the sentence “John is wise!” must be intended to convey
the opposite meaning, and there must be an ironic victim. If such factors are not in place,
the verbal utterance cannot be understood as sarcastic irony.
Due to these stipulations and the emphasis on the speaker’s intent, it is not always
easy to detect irony. For instance, consider this scenario: a heavy-metal rock musician
attends his very first concert at the New York Philharmonic and remarks to the stranger
sitting next to him “This was the greatest concert experience of my life.” In such a case, it
would be difficult for this stranger to assess the irony, since there would be several
possibilities to consider. For instance, it is possible that the heavy metal musician actually
did enjoy the concert. In this case, there is no irony. If the musician is lying so as to not to
offend the person sitting next to him, there is still no irony. Lastly, perhaps the metal
musician is deliberately telling a mistruth, and is expecting his utterance to be understood
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as telling a falsehood in the service of mockery. Only with this possibility, would sarcastic
irony be present. This underlying framework should be remembered when considering the
impact of irony in music, where it likewise is not always easy to discern whether a seeming
clashing between the music and its assumed “intentions” should be regarded as creating
irony.
Unintentional Verbal Irony
Not all verbal irony is necessarily sarcastic. At times, verbal irony might occur even if the
author’s claim is not intended to be understood as a departure from reality. “Unintentional
irony,” as Attardo calls it, occurs when a claim is retrospectively understood by an audience
as undeservedly positive or negative (1999, 795).
For example, let’s say one of Albert Einstein’s schoolteachers once claimed “That
Albert Einstein sure is dumb!” Perhaps the teacher might have said this if Einstein were
unusually quiet in his or her class. At the time, the teacher might indeed have thought this
statement was true. In hindsight, this would be understood as undeservedly negative (Ex.
2.3). As such, the audience would regard this statement as ironic, though the teacher at the
time did not intend it as such.
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Ex. 2.3: Unintentional, non-sarcastic irony

Statement:
Albert Einstein is dumb!

•
•
•
•

Actuality:
Albert Einstein is a genius.

The greater difference between the statement and actuality, the greater the irony.
The statement must be intended as truth during the utterance but retroactively regarded
as false.
Irony results from the hindsight of the statement, as the true meaning of the statement is
revealed.
The statement must be understood by the audience as false.

Or let’s say an acquaintance of Mark David Chapman (the killer of John Lennon)
gave the following assessment of him as a youth: “Mark David Chapman seems like such a
great guy. He will do wonders for our society!” This statement would retroactively be
understood as unintentional positive. Here, too, the speaker was not intending to be
sarcastic and did not deliberately state a falsehood. In hindsight, however, the audience
recognizes such a glaring conflict between the statement and the actuality that it is
understood as an instance of unintentional irony. Analogous instances of unintentional
irony can also arise in music, as when a piece originally intended to be serious comes
across to the audience—owing to shifts in style and tastes—as maudlin and corny.
Situational Irony
The next category is situational irony, which involves a circumstance or event ubiquitously
regarded as the norm that is sharply contrasted with a different, projected situation. That
is, in situational irony, incongruities arise between the result of an event (the projected
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situation) and the expected result (the norm). As Janet Bourne notes, for an event to be
situationally ironic, it must violate an expected norm (2009, 2).
For instance, consider the following situation: a house burns down, despite its being
located next to a firehouse. The incongruity demonstrated in this situation is the lack of
response from the firehouse, as normally the firemen would easily put out the fire. This
results in situational irony.
As another example of situational irony, consider this situation: Sam, the previously
mentioned problematic driver (see Ex. 2.1), has gotten into a car accident on the first
Monday of each month like clockwork for the past year. On the first Monday of the next
month, Sam offers his coworker Joe a ride to their job. Given Sam’s driving history, Joe
politely declines, and takes his own car. Joe himself has never gotten into a single car
accident in his life. En route to work, however, Sam makes it safely while Joe gets into a car
accident. In this instance, there are two examples of situational irony occurring
simultaneously. This situation is depicted in Ex. 2.4.
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Ex. 2.4: Examples of Situational Irony

•
•

•

Expected norm:
Sam will get into an accident.

Actuality (violated norm):
Sam does not get into an
accident.

Expected norm:
Joe will be safer driving on his
own.

Actuality:
Joe gets into an accident.

The projected situation must violate an established schema.
dddddddd
The greater difference between the norm and actual situation, the greater the irony.
Situations often exhibit human frailty.

In summary, occurrences that exhibit situational irony purposely subvert our
expectation, creating a reversed sense of normalcy. The effect is stronger as the difference
between the established schema and projected situation expands. However, the conflict
between the expected norm and actuality must be understood in order to appreciate irony.
For instance, to appreciate the irony charted in Ex. 2.4, it must be common knowledge that
Joe is the safer driver. When their roles are reversed, situational irony presents itself. This
should be kept in mind when we discuss musical irony, for which the appreciation of
stylistic norms is likewise vital for the appreciation of irony involved.
Dramatic Irony
Dramatic irony may be understood as a special type of situational irony that occurs
when the ironic victim is unaware of a (usually grim) situation, but an outside audience is.
Dramatic irony most often occurs in setting such as books, movies, and plays, as opposed to
real life. For instance, in a standard horror movie, a family moves into a new house,
unaware that it is haunted by a ghost. The father says, “What a beautiful house! I wonder
why is was so inexpensive?” The spectators in the movie theatre of course are conscious of
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this reason, but the family moving in is not, which sets the precedent for dramatic irony.
There is an expectation from the audience’s side that something will likely go wrong for the
family. As is typical of dramatic irony, the ironic situation here relies on the knowledge of
the audience versus the lack of knowledge from the characters within the narrative.
An example of dramatic irony can be observed in the Shakespearian tragedy Romeo
and Juliet (Ex. 2.5). Juliet consumes a substance that purposely leaves her in a comatose
state, forcing others to think she is dead. The audience is cognizant of this, but Romeo is
not, and thus he believes her to be deceased. Because of this, he decides he cannot live
without her and ends his life. Juliet eventually wakes up and finds Romeo dead and ends
her life. In this example, Romeo, the ironic agent, is unaware of the situation, but the
audience is.
Ex. 2.5: Dramatic irony
Given situation:
Juliet consumes fake poison, leaving her comatose, but still alive.

Romeo’s belief:
Juliet is dead.

Audience knowledge:
Juliet is alive.

•
•

•

The greater difference between what the audience knowledge and the ironic agent’s
knowledge, the greater the irony.
Similar to traditional situational irony, examples are often dire and exhibit human frailty.
Dramatic irony relies on the lack of knowledge for the characters, thus the outcome of
the situation is not relevant.
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General Irony / Parody
Parody and general irony are innately very similar. Both of these concepts involve a
projected situation considered inferior to reality. Also, they both tend to represent a
circumstance in which many things go wrong within a given situation. For these reasons, I
will combine these two varieties of irony in my discussion below.
Let’s consider what Balter (2009) refers to as general irony. According to Balter,
general irony occurs when a projected situation is inferior to reality in such a way that not
only is the outcome bad, but also that things continue to get progressively worse. In this
sense, general irony represents a total rejection, since all the alternatives to reality are
equally flawed. As Balter puts it, general irony “causes a perceiver to evaluate several
counterpart situations, all of which are considered to be as imperfect as the actual
situation” (Balter 2009, 45). Consequently, general irony tends to have cynical and
skeptical undertones, and it must contain clear elements of mockery.
Consider the following situation: a husband is sent out to run some errands for his
wife. Upon arrival to the store, the man finds they are out of stock in everything he needs.
He is forced to buy second-best options. While in line to check out, he realizes he has no
cash, and this store does not accept credit cards. As he tries to use the ATM, his card gets
declined, so he is forced to leave the store without any groceries. On the way back, his car
runs out of gas and his phone dies. This situation exemplifies general irony because just as
the man is getting accustomed to each new, worse situation (settling for worse groceries,
having to take out cash, etc.), something changes and he is brought to another, more flawed
position, only to end up with increasingly unfortunate situations.
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Parody is loosely defined as an imitation of a style or genre with deliberate
exaggeration for comedic effect. For the present study, parody refers to a scenario where
the projected situation is worse than actuality. The projected situation reveals “negative
aspects of the situation through exaggeration” (Balter 2009, 49). Caricatures often present
clear examples of a visual parody. In Ex. 2.6, for instance, the drawing seems to purposely
overdo facial features—such as a large nose or ostentatious hairstyle and expressions—for
comedic purposes.
Ex. 2.6: Parody in the form of a caricature
Projected situation:
Mark Zuckerberg caricature

•
•
•

Actuality: Mark Zuckerberg portrait

The parody shows a longer face, distorted lips, and big ears.
Compared with the portrait, the caricature is a negative alternative, used for mocking
purposes.
The greater difference between the projected situation and actuality, the stronger the
ironic effect.

Likewise, consider the use of parody in the film Borat: Cultural Learnings of America
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan. Much like the caricatures are exaggerations
of facial features in a mocking sense, Borat is a comical exaggeration of how a typical
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foreign reporter would act in America. The misogyny and anti-Semitism exhibited by Borat
are so extreme that it is evident the creator of the movie does not intend for us to take this
literally. These elements of the character are portrayed in a way that the narrator makes it
clear it is not intentional. Furthermore, like the caricature of Mark Zuckerberg, everything
in the film gets increasingly worse as it continues. As is discussed in the next chapter, such
parodies in which things seem to get increasingly worse may also be found in music, both
texted music and instrumental music.
Romantic Irony
Romantic irony arises when the work seems to comment on itself, mocking aspects of its
own construction and assumptions. In this sense, the ironic target is the work itself. Music,
film, or any medium that demonstrates romantic irony must show evidence that it is selfaware. Furthermore, as with the other varieties of irony, there must be a mocking intent.
For instance, a character on television alluding to the fact that he or she is in a show is not
enough to demonstrate romantic irony unless the character mocks him or herself or the
show in general.
As musicologist Rey Longyear notes, the destruction of illusion is a central element
to this concept (Longyear 1970, 649). Romantic irony “breaks the fourth wall,” so to speak.
Longyear explains: “Romantic irony can, in short, be interpreted in a number of ways. It is
subjective in its capricious destruction of illusion and mood, yet objective in representing
the author’s detachment from his work, over which his sovereign control is best shown by
‘an arbitrary playing of it’” (Longyear 1970, 653).
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As an example of romantic irony, consider the ending of the movie Monty Python and
the Holy Grail, which involves both destruction of illusion and self-mockery (Ex. 2.7). This
movie is a satirical representation of the Arthurian legend. At the end of the film, as the
knights prepare their final assault on the castle, modern-day policemen suddenly arrive on
the set and arrest actors, ending the film completely. This represents the destruction of
illusion, as the policemen abruptly drive onto the set, indicating a sense of self-awareness
as the fourth wall is suddenly shattered.
Example 2.7: Romantic irony in Monty Python and the Holy Grail
Destruction of Illusion:
Those on the screen
acknowledging they’re
actors.

Illusion:
the Arthurian legend, 932
C.E.

An important aspect of romantic irony, as seen in this example, is self-mockery. By
displaying policemen deliberately arresting actors and shutting down the filming, the work
is mocking itself, and its own lack of funding. Although the actors in the play appear to be
the target with the arrival of the police, the real victim is the movie itself.
Romantic irony is famously witnessed in the writings of English novelist Laurence
Sterne (1713-1768). Musicologist Mark Evan Bonds (1991) discusses how Sterne has
succeeded in calling attention to the artificiality of his works, resulting in the destruction of
illusion that forms such a crucial feature of romantic irony. The Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy, one of Sterne’s most prominent works, violates the reader’s expectation
on nearly every page. For instance, the novel is full of double entendres and similar devices
that can be interpreted ironically: the book’s dedication and preface is scattered
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throughout the novel; and two consecutive chapters consist of nothing but a blank page. In
these ways, the work is calling attention to itself—a clear indicator of romantic irony. As
Bonds explains, “Tristram Shandy, as has often been noted, violates the very premise of its
self-proclaimed genre, for it is not really a ‘life and opinions’ at all. Tristram’s birth is
imminent at the opening of volume one, as one might expect in a work, but the birth itself
does not actually occur until volume three and is mentioned there almost in passing”
(Bonds 1991, 65).
The self-directed mockery is also readily apparent in Tristram Shandy. As the title
suggests, the book is Tristram’s narration of his life story. Throughout the work however, a
central theme is that he cannot explain anything simply, which explains why Tristram’s
birth is not reached until volume three. In this sense, the book is mocking Tristram’s
narration, and his lack of cohesion throughout the entire work. Since he is the narrator, we
can perceive this mockery as self-directed. As various scholars have noted, and as will be
discussed in the next chapter, such self-directed mockery has at times played a role in
music as well.
Summary
These samples show irony’s prevalence in various media. As seen in these
examples, irony may be understood as governed by four general rules:
1. Irony, broadly, arises when one expresses (by various means) one thing but intends
to convey the opposite meaning.
2. There must be a norm that is violated, and understood as such by the audience.
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3. There must be a victim in each instance of irony.
4. With the exception of dramatic irony, irony almost always contains elements of
mockery or criticism.

As is discussed in the next chapter, each of these varieties of irony can manifest in music,
though some are more commonly found than others due to their innate stipulations.
However, these four general rules determine ironic moments as we turn our study from
real-world examples to musical ones.
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Chapter 3
Irony in Music
Verbal Irony and Music
The previous chapter examined various types of irony applied to situations within real life
as well as in art. As was noted, many of these types of irony manifest in music, though
some are admittedly more well suited to music than others. The present chapter considers
the various types of irony specifically as pertains to music, starting with consideration of
musical applications of verbal irony.
For obvious reasons, instances of verbal irony in music are easiest to find in music
with text: songs, arias, and the like. Verbal irony in music usually takes one of two forms.
In some cases, the irony involves a conflict embedded within the text itself, to which the
music reacts. In other instances, irony arises from a conflict between the text and its
musical setting.
For an instance of the first type of musical verbal irony, consider the Beatles’ song
“Sexy Sadie” from the album The White Album (1968). This song begins with the lyrics,
“Sexy Sadie, what have you done? You made a fool of everyone.” These words strongly
connote negative undertones associated with the subject of the song. However, at the
chorus, John Lennon sings “Sexy Sadie, she’s the latest and greatest of them all.” This
positive assessment so strongly contradicts the sentiments expressed at the outset of the
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song that it is almost surely to be understood as an instance of “aggressive irony,” as
defined by Attardo (1999). That is, it invokes sarcasm, which in this case is embedded
within the text itself, as the narrator seems not to actually believe that the subject has these
positive qualities. As such, this statement is to be understood as a type of mockery
(Example 3.1).
Example 3.1: Verbal irony within the text of The Beatles’ “Sexy Sadie”
Text:
“Sexy Sadie, she’s the latest and
the greatest of them all.”

Actual meaning:
Sexy Sadie is a terrible person
who is not well-received.

Here, as always, the ironic effect is stronger due to the greater difference between what is
said (“latest and greatest”) and how these words are apparently meant to be perceived by
the audience.
Another example of musical verbal irony within the text of a song itself may be
found in Bruce Springsteen’s song “Born in the U.S.A.” This example is a widely
misinterpreted song, mistakenly used to demonstrate American pride and patriotism. The
verses portray the struggles of Americans returning home from the Vietnam War after a
devastating defeat:
Down in the shadow of the penitentiary,
out by the gas fires of the refinery,
I’m ten years burning down the road,
nowhere to run ain’t got nowhere to go
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But the chorus seems to contrast this with the optimistic lyrics: “Born in the U.S.A.! I was
born in the U.S.A!” The chorus thus may be understood as ironically clashing with the lyrics
presented in the verse. This irony is arguably lost on many listeners, however, since “Born
in the U.S.A.” has a history of being played at presidential rallies and other patriotic events.
Although this type of irony relies on the lyrics, the musical setting of this text might
suggest positivity, negativity, or a bit of both. For example, the music of “Sexy Sadie” comes
off rather aggressively, especially when the lyrics “You made a fool of everyone!” are
presented. Because of this innate negativity embedded in the music, the positive
assessment “she’s the latest and the greatest of them all” creates a strong clash, and the
effect is even more ironic. On the other hand, the music of “Born in the U.S.A.” has positive
undertones. In turn, the meaning of the chorus’ text clashes with the overall happy, upbeat
feeling created by the music.
Another way in which verbal irony is created in songs occurs when irony is not
present within the text itself, but instead results from a clash between the musical setting
and the emotions expressed by the words in the lyrics. For instance, consider the Beatles’
song “Maxwell’s Silver Hammer” from their album Abbey Road (1969). The music consists
of a peppy, cheerful tune in a major key, and thus seems quite joyful. Yet the lyrics are
actually very dark, describing a serial killer, Maxwell Edison, who claims multiple murder
victims:
Bang! Bang! Maxwell’s silver hammer
came down upon her head.
Clang! Clang! Maxwell’s silver hammer
made sure she was dead.
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Taken by themselves, neither the text nor the lyrics of this song are particularly ironic. But
taken together, the contrast between the dark text and its jubilant, carefree musical setting
is quite glaring, suggesting a mocking, sarcastic sense of verbal irony (ex. 3.2)
Example 3.2: Conflict between the music and the text that gives rise to the verbal
irony in the Beatles’ “Maxwell’s Silver Hammer”

Song’s atmosphere:
happy, carefree, positive

Actual meaning:
dark, malicious, nefarious

A similar type of verbal irony that involves contrast between the text and the music
that sets it may be found in “Der Hölle Rache kocht in meinem Herzen,” the Queen of the
Night’s aria from W. A. Mozart’s The Magic Flute. In this aria, the Queen is instructing her
daughter to murder Sarastro, with the threat of disownment if she disobeys. Although the
aria begins in D minor, it modulates to the relative major at the text:
Fühlt nicht durch dich Sarastro

If Sarastro does not through you feel
pain of death,

Todesschmerzen,

then you will be my daughter nevermore.

So bist du meine Tochter nimmermehr

Disowned may you be forever,

Verstossen sei auf ewig,

abandoned may you be forever.

Verlassen sei auf ewig.

As the music modulates to the relative major, the texture thins out. As such, the tension
that pervaded the beginning of the aria seems to be released. Note the resulting conflict
between the aria’s text and the music that sets it: although the orchestration at this section
is lighter and the tonality becomes major, thereby conveying a cheerful sense, the text is
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about murder and disownment, and thus speaks of dark, malicious events. Here, too,
neither the text nor the music of the aria taken by themselves suggests irony. However,
when they are considered together, the clash between the dark text and the cheerful music
that sets it gives rise to an instance of musical verbal irony.
Situational Irony and Music
Compared to verbal irony, situational irony is more compatible with instrumental forms of
music. Nevertheless, as discussed below, situational irony may also be used in vocal music.
One way situational irony may arise in music is when the composition or excerpt from a
composition overtly violates established stylistic norms.
For instance, consider a situation in which a work begins with what seems to be a
closing gesture. An example of this may be witnessed in the first few measures of
“Warum?” from Robert Schumann’s Fantasiestücke, Op. 12, no. 3. Set in D-flat major, this
piece begins with a secondary dominant and seems to cadence in the third measure (Ex.
3.3). The chromaticism at the very opening, plus the cadential-like gesture, makes this
passage seem more appropriate for appearing in the middle rather than at the start of a
piece. This conflict between middle-sounding implications of these measures and their
actual placement creates a type of ironic contrast, as though the composer is deliberately
countering a sense of beginning through a type of “false” opening gesture.
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Example 3.3: Robert Schumann, “Warum?” from Fantasiestücke, Op. 12, no. 3., mm.
1—4.
(a) Quotation

(b) Chart outlining the irony
Violated conventions: Begins
on chromatic chord, cadencing
on m. 3

Established norm: starting on tonic,
even-numbered phrases

The end of the piece likewise might exemplify a violation of expectation that produces a
sense of irony. For instance, consider the end of “Warum.” The left-hand plays chords on
the upbeat during the last few measures, ultimately ending with a chord played on the
upbeat of the second beat (Ex. 3.4). Such an upbeat ending is normally more suited for the
middle of a phrase than its ending. Thus a type of ironic commentary on the form is
established with the musical gesture at the end of movement that seems to deliberately
counteract the sense of an ending.
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Example 3.4: Quotation of mm. 39—42

As noted above, situational irony can also arise in texted music, as is the case in the
Beatles’ “A Day in the Life” from Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967). This song is
in a ternary form in which the stylistic contrast between the A and B sections is so startling
as to suggest an ironic effect. In the A section, there is an overall somber and subdued
sense, created by the soft, nasal singing, easy-going acoustic guitar, and dream-like timbre
of the chorus. As well, the tempo is rather slow, thereby adding to this effect. The B
section, on the other hand, is quite different. It is face paced, bright, and happy, and Paul
McCartney’s singing conveys a more optimistic feeling, as opposed to John Lennon’s voice
in the A section.
To emphasize: it is not simply that the A and B sections differ from each other, but
that their differences are so extreme that the lightheartedness expressed by the B section
seems to present an ironic opposition to the A section. In this case, the ironic contrast in
the musical settings of the A and B sections seem to mirror the ironic contrasts of the texts
they set. That is, the A sections discuss a somber situation describing morose occurrences,
such as a man being killed in a car crash, and the B section opposes this with a surprisingly
mundane description of a standard morning routine.
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Another instance of situational irony prompted by a seemingly intentional style
clash can be observed in the third movement of Mahler’s Symphony No. 1 in D Major
(“Titan”). This movement is a rondo, with the form ABACABA. The repeating A section is a
minor setting of the children’s tune “Frère Jacques.” This section is played by the bass,
which yields a murky, heavy timbre, as if it were meant to be a funeral march. Note the
irony that derives from this minor-key, low-pitch setting, since “Frère Jacques” typically
appears an upbeat, happy melody. Furthermore, the B section (Ex. 3.5) presents material
that is strikingly different from that of the A section. The melody of the B section is
reminiscent of a klezmer band, created by the instrumentation and the use of “boom-chick”
rhythms. These sections are not merely different, but they are so startingly dissimilar as to
provide an ironic clash.
Example 3.5: Gustav Mahler, Symphony No. 1, third movement, mm. 39—40
(a) Quotation

(b) Chart outlining the irony
B section:
klezmer band, faster, melody in upper
instruments, entirely different timbre

A section:
dark, morbid, slow, melodic bass line
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Some scholars have speculated this middle section reflects the composer’s Jewish
identity. Francesca Draughon and Raymond Knapp (2001) suggest this movement
resembles Mahler’s perspective of a Jew. “[This movement] bears an uncanny resemblance
to the perspective of a Jew—more precisely, or Mahler himself—caught between two
worlds, unable to leave the one behind, incapable of fully embracing the other in part
because he fears he will not be welcome” (20). One might well speculate the extent to
which the ironic clash Mahler sensed within his own life is reflected in this movement.
Dramatic Irony and Music
As with verbal irony, dramatic irony in music might manifest itself by the text alone, or it
can involve a conflict between the music and the drama it sets. In W. A. Mozart’s Così fan
tutte, we see an example of the first type of musical dramatic irony, involving the libretto
itself. The opera revolves around two men who go in disguise in order to determine if their
fiancées will remain faithful. In their duet “Prenderò quel brunettino” (Ex. 3.6) the women
are deciding which suitor they would like to flirt with. The irony here derives from the
incongruities between what the people on stage know and what the audience knows. The
music plays a role in the irony as well. The audience is cognizant this is a rather serious
situation, yet the music portrays the opposite, as the duet is upbeat, happy, and in a major
key.
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Example 3.6: W.A. Mozart, “Prenderò quel brunettino” from Così fan tutte
(a) Text
Dorbella
Prenderò quel brunettino
Che più lepido mi par

Dorbella:
I’ll take the dark one
Who seems to me more fun

Fiordiligi
Ed intando io col biondino
Vo’ un po’ridere e burlar

Fiordiligi
And meantime I’ll laugh
And joke a bit with the fair one.

(b) Chart outlining dramatic irony
Dorabella and Fiordiligi: “Our fiancés
have been called to war, and these
new men are flirting with us. What
harm will flirting do?” (jokingly,
mocking).

Audience is aware the entire
situation is a setup to test
the women’s loyalty.
(Serious)

(c) Chart outlining the music’s role
Serious situation about
infidelity

Cheerful music in a major key

The significant difference between the actual situation (what the audience already
knows) and what the women know creates a dramatic ironic effect. The women believe
they are being seduced in a serious fashion, despite their playful duet. The music here is
portraying the opposite of what is really going on. While the audience hears this joyful
duet, they are also cognizant of the serious situation, yielding dramatic irony.
An instance of musical dramatic irony in which there is a conflict between the music
and the drama it sets may be found in the horror film Halloween (1978), directed and
scored by John Carpenter. Michael Myres, the main antagonist of this film, is often
represented by a musical theme in 5/4 (Example 3.7). This theme is easily recognizable to
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the movie audience and usually signifies when Myres is about to kill his next victim. In
many cases, the victims in the movie—unlike the audience—are unaware of their grim
situation. When this music is heard, the audience expects a murder to occur, but the
victims often are not anticipating Myres to suddenly appear. Thus in many cases, the soonto-be-victims are happy, and the audience knows they should not be. The music in this
instance reveals the gravity of the situation—cuing what the audience is already feeling, as
opposed to the situation in Così fan tutte, where the music masks the gravity of the
situation, thereby reflecting the (false) impressions of the characters onstage.
Example 3.7: Dramatic irony in Halloween (1978)
(a): Michael Myres Theme

(b): Chart outlining irony
Music:
dire and morbid, signals that
murder will likely occur;
audience is thus made
cognizant of situation.

Victims:
completely oblivious,
sometimes generally
content.

General Irony / Parody and Music
Music containing general irony contains examples where musically everything seems to go
wrong. As with the other types of irony, this can be manifested in both texted music and
non-texted. As an example of the former, let us consider a work by the musical parody
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artist Alfred Yankovic, a musician who is popularly known as “Weird Al” Yankovic.
Yankovic’s song “Albuquerque” is a humorous tale about a man who moves to the titular
city. However, with each verse, everything goes wrong, with each new situation presented
being worse than the one that preceded it. Example 3.8 displays various situations
projected throughout the course of the song.

Example 3.8: General Irony/Parody in various situations from “Albuquerque”

Being force fed
sauerkraut by
his mother.

•

Sitting next to
women with body
odor on a flight.

The plane crashing
and being the only
survivor.

Situations become increasingly worse as song proceeds

Yankovic’s song expresses general irony because as it progresses, the listener is taken to
the vastly different worlds. As the situations become more and more strange and
outlandish, the music stays the same throughout the eleven-minute song. We would expect
the music, in addition to the text, to become increasingly bizarre, but this is not the case,
thereby increasing the general irony.
As another example, let us look at an example of instrumental piece that exhibits
general irony/parody: W.A. Mozart’s Divertimento in C, K. 522 (“Ein musikalischer Spaß”).
The title indicates irony, as “spaß” is German for “joke.” In this divertimento, there are
various instances where the events seem out of place. For instance, at the very start of the
first movement, we are introduced to a clumsy theme (Ex. 3.9) that begins and ends exactly
the same, producing a comically unbalanced seven-measure phrase.
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Example 3.9: W.A. Mozart’s Divertimento in C, K. 522/I (“Ein musikalischer Spaß”),
mm. 1—7

Although Mozart was a skilled composer, this opening phrase stomps on the downbeat in a
manner that is so awkward and intrusive as to suggest the work of an inferior musician.
Had this been completed by a different composer, we might presume this to evince a lack of
artistry. Knowing that this is by Mozart, we can surmise that this is intended as a mocking
commentary.
The above example by itself seems out of place and thus could be understood to
demonstrate situational irony. General irony, however, results from relentless instances of
moments like this, so that overall, there is a sense that everything is intentionally going
wrong. And indeed, the awkward moments seem to accumulate in the divertimento. For
instance, consider the brief moment in the second movement (Ex. 3.10), during which the
horns appear to be playing in the wrong key. While the other instruments play in F major,
the horns play in an ambiguous key—one that certainly far from F major. Notes such as the
C-sharp and E-flat in the third measure presented especially clash with the rest of the
ensemble.
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Example 3.10 W.A. Mozart’s Divertimento in C, K. 522/II, mm. 16—19

More striking yet is this divertimento’s conclusion. At the end of the finale, Mozart
presents the audience with three chords that seem to make little, if any tonal or harmonic
sense. Example 3.11 shows this moment and outlines the general irony in the entire piece.
Example 3.11: W.A. Mozart’s Divertimento in C, K. 522/IV, last four measures
(a) Quotation

(b) Chart outlining progress of general irony.

1st movement:
Asymmetrical,
stomping sevenmeasure phrase

2nd movement:
Horns in the wrong
key
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Finale:
Nonsensical
final three
chords

Here, as is often the case, there may be several crossovers with music displaying
various types of irony. In this example, each individual instance demonstrates situational
irony taken by itself. For instance, these excerpts present intentional style clashes that
indicate situational irony. However, all of these moments converge to display an overall
sense of general irony.
Romantic Irony and Music
Lastly, let us consider musical works that exhibit the properties of romantic irony. Such
works contain ironic self-commentary or some kind of self-mockery, coming into fruition as
a type of critique. In romantic irony, the target of the irony is the work itself, as opposed to
some kind of projected situation or scenario.
As Longyear (1970) contends, one central characteristic of romantic irony is the
creation of an illusion that is subsequently destroyed (649). This is often found in the
works of Joseph Haydn, whose music frequently, and justifiably, has been associated with
wit and humor. For instance, in describing how Haydn’s music contains romantic irony,
musicologist Mark Evan Bonds remarks that Haydn’s various music twists “. . . were
perceived to undermine the traditional premise of aesthetic illusion, thereby creating a
sense of ironic distance between the work and the listener” (Bonds 1991, 57).
As an example of this, consider Haydn’s Symphony No. 45 (“Farewell”), a work that
flagrantly violates established conventions while demonstrating self-critique. Specifically,
during the finale, the musicians get up and exit the stage one by one, until there are only
two musicians remaining. Composed during his time with the Esterházy estate, this work
literally shows how the musicians wanted to leave the estate to spend time with their
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families but were forced to stay at the estate (Webster 2001). Haydn thus inserts this
critique directly into his music.
As one final example, let us consider an instance of romantic irony in music with
text. As we have seen, a key characteristic for romantic irony is breaking the fourth wall.
This may be witnessed in Joe Walsh’s “Life’s Been Good” (ex. 3.12), a song that depicts his
life as a rock star. One might expect the life of a rock star to be an enjoyable one. However,
Walsh’s text constantly undercuts the pleasures of such a lifestyle, as when with the
following lines:
“My Maserati goes 185.
I lost my license, now I don’t drive.”
***
“I go to parties sometimes until four.
It’s hard to leave when you can’t find the door.”

Even though these and such other lines all describe negative aspects of the rock star’s life,
the chorus contains the words “Life’s been good to me so far.”
Example 3.12: Romantic irony in Joe Walsh’s “Life’s Been Good”
Life’s been good to
me so far!

Positive aspects?

Destruction of illusion

Negative aspects?
… I lost my license, now I don’t
drive … It’s hard to leave when
you can’t find the door

My Maserati goes 185…
I go to parties sometimes
until 4…
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The music itself is upbeat and cheerful, but as noted, the text shows the opposite.
This direct clash contributes to the overall irony. That is, Walsh presents the illusion that
the rock star life is amazing, then proceeds to explain the negative sides of said lifestyle,
indicating innate self-critique and destruction of illusion. This example demonstrates
romantic irony because of the innate annihilation of illusion and self-mockery, both
presented in the lyrics, with the irony then underlined by the music’s falsely optimistic
nature.
To summarize, both music with and without text can express the different varieties
of irony in a number of ways, though some are more prevalent than others. As I have
argued, the irony presented within these examples aids in a deeper understanding of the
music. As we turn our study to the music of Beethoven in the next chapter, we will see how
observing this aesthetic property in his music leads to a more complete understanding of
each work’s expressive qualities.
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Chapter 4
Irony in the Music of Ludwig van Beethoven

Several scholars and musicologists have written extensively on Beethoven’s use of irony.
For instance, Rey Longyear (1970) discusses the nature of various bizarre moments that
appear in the music of Beethoven, moments that he notes seem eccentric, capricious, and
seemingly out of place. Longyear explains: “Yet [Beethoven’s] flouting of musical
conventions, his contrast of prosaic roughness and poetic beauty, his blunt destruction of
sublime moods, and his practical jokes on musicians and audiences can be interpreted
within the framework of the literary device which attained its peak during Beethoven’s
young manhood: romantic irony” (Longyear 1970, 647). The present chapter examines
some of these instances where irony seems to play a role in Beethoven’s music and that
have been cited by various scholars.

Quartet for Strings in F minor, Op. 95
One of the more frequently cited works by Beethoven in relation to irony is his Quartet for
Strings in F minor, Op. 95. This work is nicknamed “Quartetto serioso,” likely due to the
seemingly serious nature that pervades most of the string quartet. The finale conveys an
overall sense of sadness up until the coda at its very end, when an abrupt change of tempo
and tonality completely alter the mood. At this point, the key suddenly shifts to the parallel
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major, the tempo increases dramatically, and the music reflects a lighter, happy mood—as
if the coda completely destroys any illusion of seriousness. Mark Evan Bonds comments on
this passage, claiming instances like these “can be understood instead as a conscious and
systematic attempt to engage listeners in a way that was fundamentally new to music”
(Bonds 2017, 285). In all, the coda to the final movement of Beethoven’s Quartet. 95 (Ex.
4.1) exhibits romantic irony because the whimsical coda, just around thirty seconds, seems
to completely annihilate the sense of seriousness presented during the preceding four
movements. Indeed, this excerpt is so seemingly out of place, Beethoven scholar Adolf
Bernhard Max (1863) deemed the final forty-three measures an entirely separate, fifth
movement (Bonds 2017, 286).
This excerpt has gathered the attention of several other scholars as well. Joseph
Kerman (1971) describes the unexpected shift in overall mood: “Then, as though
something silently snapped, a very fast alla breve section emerges in the major mode, a
fantastic evocation of an opera buffa finale in which all the agitation and pathos and
tautness and violence of the quartet seem to fly up and be lost like dust in the sunlight”
(182). Kerman is not the first scholar to compare the coda to that of an opera buffa. Rey
Longyear (1970) explains how the ending of Op. 95 “destroys the illusion of seriousness
which has hitherto prevailed with an opera buffa-like conclusion” (649). Example 4.1
depicts the romantic irony exhibited in this excerpt.
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Example 4.1: Romantic irony in Beethoven’s Quartet for Strings in F Minor, Op. 95

Destruction:
opera buffa-style coda, 2/2
meter, tempo change, major
tonality

Illusion:
serious and somber, created
by slow tempo and minor
tonality

Janet Bourne (2016) asserts that the coda of Beethoven’s Op. 95 does not relate to
the rest of the piece in either affect or genre, and how this section forces listeners to “jump
over a chasm” (9). However, her main contention is that as the coda switches from tragedy
to buffa, it flouts Paul Grice’s maxim of relation, that is, when one tries to be relevant, and
says things pertinent to the discussion (Levinson 1999, 144). Example 4.2 shows the
flouting of Grice’s “Maxim of Relation.”
Example 4.2: Flouting of Grice’s maxim of relation
Wife: Should we have another baby?
Husband: I think we should order Chinese food for dinner tonight.

The husband’s answer to his wife’s question flouts Grice’s maxim of relation because his
answer is not relevant to her question. Bourne argues that musically something similar
happens in the ending of Beethoven’s Op. 95: “Op. 95 does not cue ‘tragic-to-transcendent,’
but does switch from high art to low art…audiences more often perceive a piece as
humorous or ironic if it starts ‘high’ and ends ‘low’ than vice versa. In other words,
audiences feel less like laughing if a piece starts as opera buffa and ends in tragedy”
(Bourne 2016, 9). She argues this transition from high to low gives the audience
“permission to laugh.”
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Quartet for Strings in in B-flat Major, Op. 18, No. 6
Let’s now examine perceived irony in another string quartet, Beethoven’s Quartet for
Strings in B-flat Major, Op. 18, no.6. In his book Varieties of Musical Irony: from Mozart to
Mahler, Michael Cherlin (2017) proposes twelve categories of irony (see discussion in
Chapter 1 above). The third of these categories Cherlin labels as “ironies of irruption or
interruption.” This refers to excerpts of music that include “the sudden intrusion of
material that is alien to the ongoing fabric of the musical work” (45-46). This definition
creates a type of situational irony in which a stylistic clash in the musical material yields a
sense of irony. As an example of this, Cherlin cites the finale of Beethoven’s Quartet for
Strings in in B-flat Major, Op. 18, No. 6.
The finale begins with the title and marking “La Malinconia. Questo pezzo si deve
trattare colla più delicatezza, which translates as “Melancholy. This piece is to be played
delicately.” Cherlin explains the significance of the heading: “The title is explicit in telling
us that the movement deals with human emotion; it portrays or expresses vicissitudes of
melancholia” (Cherlin 2017, 46). However, after the 44-bar introduction, we are met with
upbeat music that portrays quite the opposite feeling, namely, happiness and positivity.
Example 4.3 depicts the resulting scenario.
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Example 4.3: Quartet for Strings in B-Flat Major, Op. 18, No. 6, finale.

(a) Quotation opening of movement

(b) Quotation of interrupting material

(c) Chart outlining irony
Faster tempo, joyful

“melancholy,” delicacy,
gloom, slow

The strong emphasis on gloom and sadness at the finale’s start, hinted at by the
subheading of the movement, yields a dramatic effect created when contrasted with the
intrusion of the lighthearted material that appears later within the finale.
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33 Variations on a Waltz by Anton Diabelli, Op. 120 (“Diabelli Variations”)
One of Beethoven’s final piano works is his “33 Variations on a Waltz by Anton Diabelli.”
Select variations in this set seem to parody the theme. In her dissertation on musical irony,
Tamara Balter (2009) argues that musical parody is often found in the theme and variation
form, since there is a clear reference to the item parodied (51). Regarding this specific
work by Beethoven, Balter argues irony can be inferred from the first variation (Ex. 4.4), as
Beethoven writes a clumsy, stomping excerpt. “The ironical treatment of the theme is
manifested here, first, by its being a radical antithesis of a waltz; it is a ponderous, pompous
march in quadruple meter. This is a deliberate defiance of convention, which demands that
one begin a work in this form with a variation that closely resembles the theme” (Balter
2009, 52).
Example 4.4: Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations, first variation, mm. 1—5

An even stronger instance of irony manifests in the thirteenth variation (Ex. 4.5).
This variation reduces the material of a theme to a minimal amount of music, to the extent
that this variation arguably demonstrates a situation in which musically “everything goes
wrong.” As well, there are more rests than notes. Balter says “The many chordrepetitions—perhaps the most preposterous feature of the waltz—are mocked by being
reduced to a thunderous silence in the form of surprising general pauses” (Balter 2009,
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53). Just like the caricature presents a humorous depiction of a real person, this variation
projects a comical version of the melody.
Example 4.5: Diabelli Variations, thirteenth variation, mm. 1—7

Of particular interest is variation 22, with the subheading “Allegro molto, alla ‘Notte
e giorno faticar’ di Mozart.” This variation parodies Leporello’s aria from W.A. Mozart’s
opera Don Giovanni. The music is humorous in style. In the opera, Leporello is complaining
about constantly working day and night (Rushton, 1992), so it is possible Beethoven is
commentating on the labor that went into the composition of these variations. Example 4.6
shows this variation compared with the start of Mozart’s aria.
Example 4.6: Diabelli Variations, twenty-second variation
(a) Quotation from variation
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(b) Quotation from aria (piano reduction)

Musicologist Patricia Herzog (1995) explains how Beethoven was not even fond of
this theme, which might explain why he would choose to parody it (39). Herzog also
contends the irony in Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations lies in its depiction of the relation
between the parts and the whole of the human life (42). She continues: “…Beethoven’s
music attains its ironic perspective by inviting the listener to enter into its parts, the
individual variations or variation groups, as if they were wholes. Each variation or set of
variations is a world—of feeling, reflection, and action—whose musicological structure
excludes other worlds” (Herzog 1995, 42). Herzog alludes to the concept of general irony,
with her description of “being taken to different musical worlds.” She argues that the piece
also draws its irony from the differences within each variation, in which just as the
listeners are becoming accustomed to the world of one variation, they are forced into the
much different world of another.
Quartet for Strings in C-Sharp minor, Op. 131
In this selection, attention has been called to the fifth-movement scherzo, interpreted as
ironic by Zemach and Balter (2007), Bourne (2016), and Longyear (1970). Each of the
mentioned scholars has called attention to this movement’s unexpected modulations and
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violations of expectations, among other things. For instance, Zemach and Balter (2007),
regard the unexpected modulations within this movement as evincing situational irony.
The movement begins in E major, but quickly moves to the mediant, G-sharp minor, before
abruptly coming back to E major after a fermata (Ex. 4.7).
Example 4.7: Quartet for Strings in C-sharp Minor, Op. 131/V, mm. 39—48

Zemach and Balter argue early modulations to the key of the mediant are ironic
because “once it becomes clear that the E major chord is a correct beginning of the reprise,
the modulation to G-sharp minor looks wrong” (Zemach and Balter 2007, 187). In other
words, the unexpected modulation to the mediant is retrospectively interpreted as out of
place, thereby representing situational irony. Zemach and Balter continue: “Beethoven
makes it look as if this (unconventional) modulation to the key of the mediant was a
mistake by writing no modulation back to the home key. Instead, he makes the players
slow down, and seem utterly confused” (Zemach and Balter 2007, 187). It is as if the
musicians are hesitating, unsure how they arrived at G-sharp minor, so they start over
again in E major, without a properly unfolded modulation back to the home key.
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Janet Bourne (2016) writes about this moment as well. She calls attention to the
phrase lengths to bolster her ironic interpretation. Beethoven utilizes phrase lengths to
strengthen the expectation for an authentic cadence at measure 9. Instead, there is sudden
motion to the key of the mediant, immediately thwarting our expectation. Regarding the
phrase structure, she says, “Listeners hear a clear hypermetrical downbeat in m. 9 not only
because all the voices chime throughout the measure, thickening the texture, but also
because of a drastic change in dynamics from piano to forte. These factors combine to make
odd-numbered measures hypermetrically stronger, supporting the expectation for a
cadence in m. 9” (Bourne 2016, 11).
Bourne’s verdict, similar to that of Zemach and Balter, is this movement represents
situational irony. She argues the scherzo violates expectations in several ways. The
unexpected modulations from E major, to G-sharp minor, and back to E major are the
strongest indicator for situational irony. She also calls attention to the lack of authentic
cadences the audience would expect, as well as various tempo changes.
Bourne also contends that this entire movement embodies humor as well as irony.
In this case, the violation of expectation functions as cues for both concepts. “In parts of
Op. 131’s scherzo, Beethoven creates humorous irony by playfully mocking incompetent
musicians in a tradition of comical music known as composer or performer ‘bungling’”
(Bourne 2016, 12). Furthermore, as with Beethoven’s Op. 95, she argues that the lack of
preparation for the modulations in this movement, along with its sidestepping of cadences
that are expected, flout Grice’s maxims of quantity.
Rey Longyear (1970) interprets a section in the middle of the movement as an
example of romantic irony. In this excerpt, Beethoven creates an effect of musicians who
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have gotten lost and are trying to find their way back together. At one point, Longyear
argues the cellist intentionally comes in early, as if to be “overeager” (658). This
exemplifies romantic irony, as this particular section of the movement seems to be
intentionally mocking itself. Longyear surmises it is likely that Beethoven is depicting what
must have frequently happened in both rehearsals and performances.
Quartet for Strings in Bb Major, Op. 130
In her discussion of the first movement of Beethoven’s Quartet for Strings in B-flat major,
Op. 130, Janet Bourne (2016) explains how irony results from the reversal of formal
expectations. The exposition and recapitulation are tonally unstable and restless, while the
development is calm and static. The traditional section roles thereby are turned upside
down. Bourne goes on to explain this phenomenon: “The exposition and recapitulation
achieve the goals of the development, while the development achieves that of an exposition
or a recapitulation. Therefore, all rhetorical goals are present in the sonata; however, they
are in the wrong sections and the wrong order” (Bourne 2016, 13).
These seemingly out of place fragments can be detected from the very beginning, as
the tempo is constantly shifting back and forth from Adagio ma non troppo to Allegro. This
beginning would not be so odd if the Adagio section were an introduction, but the
preceding Allegro section is cut short after only five measures, and the music is instantly
brought back to the slow Adagio, as if the faster section were only teasing. Tonally, the first
Allegro section ends in a half cadence in B-flat major, with an F major chord. The secondary
key of the exposition is G-flat major. This sudden key shift further intensifies the sense of
instability.
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Due to these circumstances, Bourne explains the exposition does not achieve its
conventional goals of “creating an atmosphere of tonal stability and smoothly moving to
and cadencing in a tonally related secondary key” (Bourne 2016, 15). This instability
returns at the recapitulation. Multiple modulations occur in a sequence of fourths, moving
from B-flat major, to E-flat major, briefly to A-flat major, and then D-flat major before
arriving back at the home key of B-flat major. These modulations undermine the
traditional goal of bringing closure to a movement.
The development provides the serenity and stability normally demonstrated by the
exposition and recapitulation. Bourne explains: “From its beginning, Op. 130’s
development maintains consistent ostinato pattern and piano dynamic with a homophonic
texture that would be the envy of any stable P-theme. The first violin recontextualizes the
rising-fourths fanfare of the allegro. This fanfare, which originally sounded so flustered,
seems calm in this new context” (Bourne 2016, 15). This highly contrasts what was heard
during the exposition. The forces underlying the resulting irony are charted in Ex. 4.8.
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Example 4.8: Quartet for Strings in B-flat major, Op. 130, first movement
(a) Quotation of development, mm. 104—107

(b)Chart outlining irony
Expectation associated with
an exposition:
Tonal, melodic, and rhythmic
stability

Exposition

Expectation associated with a
development:
Tonal, melodic, and rhythmic
instability

Development

Beethoven flagrantly violates the expectations of sonata form by turning the
expected rhetoric upside-down. As part of her interpretation of the irony here, Bourne also
claims Beethoven is flouting the Grice’s maxim of manner, which stated that under normal
circumstances one should avoid ambiguity and obscurity of expression. Bourne explains
how a “listener perceives enough similarities to hear this piece as a sonata, yet it does not
behave like a sonata should” (Bourne 2016, 15). In other words, Beethoven flouts the
maxim of manner by having the right parts appear in the wrong order, thus creating
situational irony.
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Quartet for Strings in F Major, Op. 135
Lastly, let us examine Beethoven’s last major work, his Quartet for Strings in F major, Op.
135. Scholars have noted the significance of the inscription “Muss es sein? Es muss sein!”
(“It must be? It must be!”). Rey Longyear (1970) explains how this helps create an
altogether different type of romantic irony, one that revolves around this inscription, since
Beethoven uses a phrase originally meant to be humorous for highly serious material.
Longyear compares the finale of this work to the irony in the works of Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749—1832), in that in these works, “the polished artifice is
deliberately eschewed, the conventional, the cliché almost, becomes peculiarly startling . . .”
(Longyear 1970, 663). These works demonstrate skepticism against themselves, “filled
with a melancholy born of personal inadequacy, yet showing a smiling serenity of selfknowledge that dominates the division between the practical and poetic world. Such is the
final movement of Opus 135” (Longyear 1970, 663). In particular, Longyear calls attention
to the childlike simplicity of the second theme and its treatment in the coda.
Balter addresses the coda as well, differentiating both the “Muss es sein?” “question
theme” and the “Es muss sein!” “answer theme.” During the coda, the answer motive is
presented in a mocking, almost pathetic tone for the first time—utilizing slow tempos,
fermatas, and diminished-seventh chords. In other words, the “answer” theme is presented
more as the “question.” Later on, Balter argues the pizzicato melody in the coda (Ex. 4. 9),
which is taken from the second theme, “deflates all that preceded it—including, notably,
the lofty assurance of the ‘Es muss sein!’ answer theme” (Balter 2007, 167), thereby
exemplifying romantic irony.
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Example 4.9: Quartet for Strings in F major, Op. 135/IV
(a) Excerpt from the secondary theme, mm. 61—64

(b) Excerpt from the coda, mm. 230—233

The irony arises as a result of the sharp contrast created by these two excerpts that share
motivic resemblance. Balter also mentions the significance of the coda, and how it can be
viewed as the composer’s external commentary on the movement.
Tamara Balter makes reference to this movement as well in an article she authored
with Eddy Zemach. Zemach and Balter comment on the start of the fourth movement,
explaining how—despite its appearance at an opening—the musical material presented
suggests closing, or cadencing, thus representing situational irony (cf. Ex. 3.3 above). They
contend the material that appears after measure ten makes a mockery of the normative
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beginning. “It undermines the belief in the good order of things and includes comic
elements. Thus, we say that the actual beginning of Op. 135 is ironic” (Zemach and Balter
2007, 184).
Zemach and Balter also comment on the closing of the piece. The “question” phrase
(which resembles the closing sentence) that opens the movement appears in the end,
fulfilling its closing duty. However, this moment intensifies the ironic expression, as it
forces us to question the idea of “opening” and “closing” phrases. As Zemach and Balter put
it, “The opening sentence concludes the very work that taught us not to expect it there. The
destructive irony here is radical and most effective” (Zemach and Balter 2007, 185). In
other words, while the start of the movement represents situational irony, the ending,
which makes the listener reconsider “closings” and “endings” demonstrates romantic irony,
as if we are abandoning newly acquired norms and going back to old ones.
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Chapter 5
Irony in Selected Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven

Sonata for Piano in D Major, Op. 10, No. 3
First movement
In the previous chapters, I looked at irony in general, irony in music, and irony in the music
of Ludwig van Beethoven. This chapter focuses on irony in selected piano sonatas by
Beethoven, namely his Sonata for Piano in D major, Op. 10, no. 3, Sonata for Piano in Csharp minor, Op. 27, no. 2 (“Moonlight”), and Sonata for Piano in C minor, Op. 111.
Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano in D major, Op. 10, No. 3 could be understood to
involve situational irony and parody in the first movement, within the finale, and especially
as a result of the ways in which elements of the first movement directly interact with those
presented with the final movement as well. Let us begin by examining the exposition of the
first movement. This movement is in sonata form, with an exposition with two themes and
key centers, development, recapitulation and coda. Table 5.1 charts the layout of the form.
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Table 5.1: Layout of first movement sonata form, Op. 10, no. 3
Exposition: mm. 1—124
First theme: mm. 1—22
Transition: mm. 23—52
Second Theme: mm. 53—124
Development: mm. 125—183
Recapitulation: mm. 184—298
Coda: mm. 299—344

The movement begins with a motive that descends a fourth from D to A. This is
followed by an arpeggiation of a D chord and then an ascending scale from D to A (Ex. 5.1).
Example. 5.1: Sonata for Piano in D Major, Op. 10, No. 3, first movement, mm. 1—4

These elements—especially the opening motive and the ascending scale—continue to play
an important role throughout this movement. For instance, notice how the start of each
section features a descending fourth from D to A, beginning on a weak beat, or variant
thereof (Ex. 5.2).
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Example 5.2: Sonata for Piano in D major, Op. 10, No. 3, variants of descending fourth
motive that appears at the start of various sections
(a) Start of first theme

(b) Transition to second theme

(c) Start of second theme

(d) Start of development

(e) Start of recapitulation

(f) Start of coda
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Although these various passages have similar motives, the settings express these
motives as to convey different emotions, which in turn play off one another so as to give
rise to a sense of parody. For instance, whereas in its appearance at the outset of the first
theme, the opening motive is strong and asserting (Ex 5.2a), at the outset of the transition it
conveys a somewhat troubled, dark mood (Ex. 5.2b). On the other hand, at the start of the
second theme the motive is transformed so as to appear whimsical and mocking in
comparison to the first theme and the transition (Ex. 5.2c).
Notice also how the exposition ends with the descending motif initially presented in
m. 5, played between both hands (Ex. 5.3).
Example 5.3: quotation of mm. 118—123

Here, the descending fourths are presented in a more subdued manner, thereby contrasting
with stately and convincing emotions expressed by the motive at the beginning of the
sonata. Example 5.4 depicts the parody associated with these variants throughout the
movement.
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Example. 5.4: Chart depicting parody associated with opening motive.

End of exposition:

Start of first theme:
strong

softer, less momentum

Start of second theme:
whimsical, major

Start of transition:
serious, minor

The rests that appear at the end of the exposition are also significant. At this point,
there is a brief space that creates an awkward moment of silence. At the end of the
movement, there is likewise a bar of rest (Ex. 5.5). As we will see, Beethoven’s use of
silence plays a chief role in the fourth movement as well.

Example 5.5: Quotation of mm. 340—43

The development section of the first movement begins in the key of D minor.
However, at m. 133, the tonality suddenly shifts to B-flat major. Beethoven modulates here
without any kind of transition; the key signature changes, and the new key abruptly takes
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over. As with the exposition, Beethoven uses several scale-like motifs, before cadencing in
G minor in m. 149. This is followed by a motion to the key of E-flat in m. 157, after which a
dominant pedal appears, which prepares for the reappearance of the main theme and key
at the onset of the recapitulation at m. 184. As is discussed below, the key layout of the
development section from the first movement interacts with that of the development
section from the finale.
Fourth movement
The fourth movement is in sonata rondo form. Note how the first theme (Ex. 5.6) seems to
mock the opening of the first movement. In the first movement, the exposition begins with
a descent of a fourth (D to A) starting on an upbeat. The last movement likewise begins
with a motive that outlines a fourth and that begins on an upbeat. Here, however, the
motive ascends, thus in reverse of that of the first movement. While the opening motive in
the first movement is bold, the motive in this movement begins in a hesitating, cautious
manner. Following the opening motive in the first movement, there is a bold,
straightforward ascent to the high note underlined by a fermata. In contrast, in the finale,
the opening motive is played three times—as though needing to take three attempts—
before driving up toward its high note held by a fermata. Furthermore, in the last
movement this ascent is crooked, alternating upward leaps and downward steps, rather
than unhesitatingly straightforward, as in the opening movement.
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Example 5.6: fourth movement
(a) Quotation, , mm. 1—4

(b) Chart outlining irony
First theme of fourth movement:
comical, hesitant, crooked ascent

First theme of first movement:
assertive, convincing

After this initial phrase and fermata, the subsequent phrase (Ex. 5.7) is compressed
by the use of fewer rests. The use of single eighth rests here creates a sense of rhythmic
uneasiness, which is interrupted in m. 7 by the longer pauses of two and a half beats of rest
before the phrase finishes. Compared to the use of rests in the first movement, this
moment seems awkward and out of place, as if the motive cannot seem to find its footing.
Furthermore, the metric shifts here make it hard to find the meter—again, quite unlike
what was seen at the outset of the first movement, with its sense of confidence and
unflinching forward momentum.
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Example 5.7: Quotation of mm. 5—8

Beethoven’s skillful manipulation of silence has been discussed by various music
scholars. For instance, Barry Cooper comments on the composer’s use of silence in various
piano sonatas. In discussing this movement, Cooper argues that the awkward use of rests
causes the listener to question what might follow. “[This] opening motif is particularly
unstable, both rhythmically and harmonically (chord I leading to chord IV), and the ensuing
rests are unusually long and early. The whole effect, besides being appropriately
capricious, gives an impression of uncertainty and indecision” (Cooper 2011, 35-36).
The second theme of the finale begins at m. 17. This theme is based upon a series of
ascending and descending melodic lines in the right hand, in which chromaticism of the line
creates a sense of tonal instability. Compare this with the diatonic scale-like motifs in the
first movement. Whereas in the first movement the tonality is clear, here it is obscured by
the chromaticism and a lack of a perfect authentic cadence in the secondary key of A major,
as if to provide an ironic commentary on the musical material presented at the start of the
movement.
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Example 5.8: Start of second theme, mm. 17—18

The development theme begins at m. 33 with a sudden shift to B-flat major (Ex. 5.9),
without any smooth transition. Notice the similarity here with the development of the first
movement. Like in the first movement, the B-flat tonality here seems strikingly out of
place. This moment aligns with what Cherlin (2017) describes as irony of interruption, as
this new tonality seems to come from nowhere.
Example 5.9: Opening of development section, mm. 33—34

Following the appearance of the key of B-flat, there is a modulation to G minor, then
E-flat major, much like in the development section of the first movement. Owing to the
similarity of these tonalities, I argue that this could be understood to mock features of the
first movement. Table 5.2 shows the tonal similarities between the development sections
of the first movement and of the fourth movement.
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Table 5.2: Tonal centers of the development sections of the first movement
development and fourth movement
First movement
development:
Fourth movement
development:

m. 133, B-flat
major
m. 33, B-flat
major

m. 149, G
minor
m. 37, G
minor

m. 157, E-flat
major
m. 39, E-flat
major

At m. 46, there is a false recapitulation—that is, the main theme comes back, but it’s
in the wrong key. This ultimately turns out to be a tonally ambiguous episode. This false
recapitulation parodies the tonal sense of arrival that one would expect of a true
recapitulation.
The recapitulation actually begins at m. 56 (Ex. 5.10). Here, the movement between
the hands begins to separate. This lack of coordination between the hands continues
during the next phrase. This increases the feeling of instability, as it becomes difficult to
find any downbeat. Notice the awkward use of space and the sudden shifts in dynamics,
which add to the comic sense of instability.
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Example 5.10: start of recapitulation, mm. 56—64

At m. 100 in the coda (Ex. 5.11), the phrases in each hand once again elide. This
time, however, the motives are played lower in register, which results in a comically murky
sound.
Example 5.11: Quotation of mm. 100—101

And at m. 102 (Ex. 5.12), Beethoven presents us with a monorhythmic, syncopated musical
passage that seems out of place compared with everything that came before in this
movement, before arriving firmly back in the home key of D major. As we have seen with
many other instances in this movement, this section appears seemingly out of nowhere.
Additionally, compared with what came before at the start of the coda, this does not seem
to have the same momentum. The chords create an additional sense of uncertainty.
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Example 5.12: Quotation of mm. 102—105

Shortly after this, the sonata ends with an extended chromatic scale that both
ascends and descends (Ex. 5.13). As suggested above, the use of a chromatic scale in the
end of the finale movement may be best understood as ironic, in relation to the prevalent
diatonic scales in the first. Also of significance is the three-note motive toward the end of
the movement, again being played in the lower register of the piano.
Ex. 5.13: Quotation of mm. 107—109

The sonata ends with a single D. Compared to the chords that end the first
movement, this single note does not feel as concrete and definitive. As the ending of an
entire four-movement sonata, we would expect some kind of strong authentic cadence.
However, Beethoven seems to be ironically withholding an expected, distinct conclusion,
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instead providing a humorous, ironic one. Example 5.14 depicts the irony that arises from
this and other elements that create a sense of situational irony or parody.
Example 5.14: Situational irony and parody, comparing the outer movements
(a) Parody in the opening motives
First movement:
Descends down a fourth,
strong, stately, assertive

Fourth movement:
Ascends up a fourth,
whimsical, includes rests

(b) Parody in use of rests
Fourth movement:
uneven, metrically shifts,
sense of uneasiness

First movement
metrical, organized
(c) Parody in movement’s structure and tonality
First movement:
clear sections, more
authentic cadences

Fourth movement:
false recap, more
chromaticism, fewer
authentic cadences

(d) Situational irony at the end of each movement
Expectation for first
movement ending:
Less definitive than final
movement

Strong ending of first
movement

Expectation for final
movement ending: more
definitive and stronger than
the first

Less definitive ending of final
movement
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Sonata for Piano in C-Sharp Minor, Op. 27, No. 2 (“Moonlight”)
Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano in C-sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 2 (“Moonlight”) arguably
likewise involves situational irony that results from the interactions between the outer
movements. The first movement, a widely recognized motif famously opens with an
arpeggiated C-sharp minor triad, G-sharp–C-sharp–E. The minor tonality, along with the
slow tempo, impart a sense of somberness. This sense is further accentuated with the
entrance of the third voice melody at m. 5, with its simple, plaintive tones set against the
stark accompaniment of triplet arpeggios and low, left-hand chords.
Example 5.15: Ludwig van Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano in C-sharp Minor, Op. 27,
No. 2, first movement, mm. 5—7

Texturally and rhythmically, much of what is presented at the start of this
movement remains constant through its course. The triplet movement is present during
the whole movement, and the voice on top seems to move sluggishly as well, never
exhibiting rhythms faster than an occasional triplet. Despite these on-the-surface
simplicities, however, a kinetic energy underlies this first movement. As musicologists
Joseph Kerman and Alan Tyson describe it, “unprecedented for a sonata opening is the halfimprovisatory texture, the unity of mood, and especially the mood itself—that romantic
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mestizia which will have overwhelmed all but the stoniest of listeners by the end of the
melody’s first phrase” (Kerman and Tyson, 2001).
The third movement represents musical material that in many ways presents the
polar opposite from that of the first—speed, length, virtuosity, and aggression.
Nevertheless, the first and third movements also show striking similarities with each other.
As such, the third movement could be understood to shine an ironic light on the first
movement.
Most notably, compare the opening theme of the third movement with that of the
first (Ex. 5.16). Notice how the first three notes of each movement are the same, involving
an arpeggiated C-sharp minor triad: G-sharp–C-sharp–E. Yet these opening gestures of the
outer movements are presented quite differently from each other. The score for the third
movement is marked presto agitato, whereas the first movement has the words adagio
sostenuto, thus fast and agitated versus slow and sustained.

Example 5.16: Comparison of openings of the outer movements
(a) Opening phrase of third movement
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(b) Opening phrase of first movement

(c) Chart contrasting presentation of opening C-sharp minor arpeggios

first movement:
slow, solemn,
relaxed

third movement:
fast, unrelenting,
aggressive

Throughout the entirety of the exposition in the third movement, the momentum
does not let up. The first theme consists of arpeggiated sixteenth-notes throughout: when
the melody does not utilize sixteenth notes, the left-hand accompaniment does. This
creates a sense of ferocity that is far from anything experienced in the first movement.
Even within the second theme, which consists mainly of eighth-note phrases, there remains
a sense of urgency, likely coming from the staccato notes and sudden shifts in dynamics.
Musicologist Ernst Oster (1983) comments on the disparity between the first two
themes of this movement. “. . . after the energetic ascending arpeggio, which was extended
over the first 20 measures; the quasi-tired sinking down of the opening of the second
subject; the harsh staccato strokes followed by the smooth legato; the sforzati, followed by
the piano. It is a striking musical picture, testimony of Beethoven’s greatness” (Oster 1983,
194).
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The development section of the finale begins in C-sharp major, the first major
tonality within this movement. However, this major key oasis only lasts for four measures,
as Beethoven soon modulates to F-sharp minor via a V7/V secondary dominant. This
major tonality could be perceived as a brief moment of solace, before returning to a minor
tonality. After F-sharp minor is established, G major is briefly tonicized, before returning to
F-sharp minor again. At the end of the development, a dominant pedal of the home key
paves the way for the ensuing recapitulation.
The frequently switching back and forth from major and minor within the
development creates a sense as if this section cannot find its footing. In the exposition,
there is a sense of mercilessness created through the relentless sixteenth notes and
reliance on minor tonality. Yet at the development, although we have brief moments of
major tonality, they do not last, as the minor tonality takes over. It is as if the composer is
teasing us with this false sense of hope in an otherwise morose piece.
The recapitulation, which enters in m. 102, features both themes in the home key of
C-sharp minor, as expected. This is followed by an elaborate and lengthy coda that builds
tension as it continues. Toward the start of the coda, there is a passage that presents
several fully diminished seventh chords in both hands, with each chord creating more
tension that is not released (Ex. 5.17).
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Example 5.17: diminished seventh chords appear toward start of coda

Also of significance is the use of triplets in the coda (Ex. 5.18). These triplets arguably
present a type of ironic commentary on the opening of the sonata, as what is presented
here appears more desolate and morose.
Example 5.18: Triplets in the coda
(a) Quotation

(b) Chart outlining parody
Triplets in coda of third
movement:
fast, harmonically unstable

Triplets at start of first
movement:
slow, stable, serene
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An aggressive cadenza climaxes on a dominant ninth chord with a trill in the right
hand. This is followed by a sudden plunge toward F-double sharp, leading toward the Gsharp that follows (Ex. 5.19). This further extends the tension, before finally releasing it
the following measure.
Example 5.19: End of cadenza

The sonata ends much like the final movement begins. That is, the last few measures
maintain the tension with relentlessly aggressive sixteenth-notes. Beethoven utilizes Csharp minor arpeggios in both hands, before ending with two C-sharp minor chords.
In summary, the outer two movements of this sonata contrast so strongly, and in so
many ways, that it very well seems that they cannot be more different from one
another. While the first is slow, soft, and gentle, the last is fast, aggressive, and virtuosic
(Ex. 5.20). Yet, despite these differences, these movements interact with one another
through both rhythmic and motivic connections. One might expect a sonata with such
connections to begin and end in a similar fashion. However, given these differences, this
finale might well be understood as a type of ironic commentary on the first movement.
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Example 5.20: Situation irony and parody in Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano in Csharp minor, Op. 27, no. 2
(a) Situational irony in levels of difficulty
Third movement:
faster, longer, more
virtuosic

First movement:
slower, shorter in length,
and non-virtuosic

(b) Parody in rhythmic development
Third movement:
shifts back and forth
between rhythmic styles,
uneasy triplets in coda

First movement: constant
triplets, slow melodic
rhythms, more consistency

(c) Situational irony and parody in overall ambiance

Third movement:
relentlessly aggressive, more
harmonic movement

First movement:
relaxed, subdued in nature,
consistency of harmonies

Sonata for Piano in C minor, Op. 111
Finally, let us examine Beethoven’s final piano sonata. His Sonata for Piano in C minor, op.
111 is a work in two movements, unlike the previously piano sonatas discussed above. The
first movement is in sonata form, while the second is a set of five variations based upon a
16-measure theme. For the purpose of this study, we will focus on the second and final
movement.
Although the sonata’s first movement is set in C minor, the theme and its variations
are presented in C major, with a brief modulation to the relative minor. Compared with the
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tumultuous thematic material of the first movement, the theme of the second movement is
considerably more restrained. Furthermore, the harmonic palette is far more restricted
here, limited largely to tonic and dominant harmonies, with only one secondary dominant
in m. 6. Example 5.21 shows a Roman numeral analysis of this theme.
Example 5.21: Ludwig van Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano in C minor, Op. 111,
harmonic analysis of second movement theme

In his later works, Beethoven experimented with end-weighted works. Yet this
finale seems to form an exception, since the theme lacks the momentum presented in the
opening movement. Movement does pick up with the first variation (last two measures of
the above example) where a triplet feel is generated by the use of eighth and sixteenth
notes.
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The second variation brings even more momentum, this time by alternating
sixteenth and thirty-second notes. Suddenly, the triplet feel begins to aurally resemble a
jazz swing, though not as pronounced as what will follow. There is some increased
chromaticism, but overall, the subdued effect that has lasted thus far in the movement
continues to persist.
All of this instantly changes at the third variation, where the rhythms suddenly
burst forth with alternating thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes. These rhythms bear an
even stronger resemblance to an early example of jazz, or “boogie woogie.” Furthermore,
the dynamics are written as sempre forte, indicating a loud volume to be present during the
entire variation. A harmonic analysis of this variation (Ex. 5.22) reveals more
chromaticism than both the theme and the previous two variations combined.
I argue this variation represents both situational irony, parody, and romantic irony.
The material presented with this variation is exceptionally different from anything that has
come before. Though the momentum was slowly building within the first two variations, it
is as if Beethoven skipped several variations of build-up and suddenly decided to present a
variation with as much energy and momentum as possible. This possibility is enhanced by
the fact that the subsequent variation brings us back to the slow, subdued musical
atmosphere—as if we are suddenly relinquishing the momentum achieved in the third
variation. To that end, I argue this moment is the pinnacle of both energy and irony within
this piece.
Obviously, this is not a jazz piano piece, though these rhythms do bear a strong
resemblance to that style. However, it is not only the use of alternating thirty-second and
sixty-fourth notes, but the heavy emphasis on the upbeat, which is a typical trope for jazz.
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This reliance on the upbeat is present throughout the entirety of the variation, as is marked
in the score.
Example 5.22: harmonic analysis of third variation (part one)
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The harmonies also present material that strongly clashes with what came before.
The common tone diminished seventh, followed by the inverted dominant seventh and
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augmented dominant chord represent a striking clash from the harmonies used in the
previous variations. The following measure contains similarly intensely chromatic
harmonies. The tension builds before resolving to the I chord in the variation’s fifth
measure. This increased chromaticism enhances the jazz feel that emanates through this
variation. Lastly, mm. 6–7 show what appears to be a ii–V7 progression, which is easily one
of the most common of jazz cadences. Notice the chromatically ascending bass line in m. 7,
which creates more tension leading back to the repeat of the start of the variation. And in
the second half of the variation, the combination of thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes
continues, thus sustaining the aural resemblance of a jazz swing. The intensified
chromaticism continues during this section.
Due to the momentum slowing down at the variation that follows, I argue this third
variation is the climax of this piano sonata—both in terms of its irony and general
excitement. The third variation is so different from its surroundings that is almost seems
like it belongs in an entirely different piece. The chart of Ex. 5.23 depicts the situational
irony in this movement that results from the clash of the third variation with its
surrounding variations; the ironically “jazzy,” conflicting third variation is highlighted here
in yellow.
Example 5.23: Depiction of situational irony in third variation

second variation:
slightly more
movement, “dolce,”
subdued, simpler
harmonies

third variation:
suddenly loud, more
complex rhythms and
harmonies, jump in
momentum
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fourth variation:
similar atmosphere
to second variation,
much softer,
simpler rhythms
and harmonies

Ex. 5.24 depicts the unfolding of the drama from the theme through the ironically sudden
emotional shift during the third variation. I also contend parody can be observed, if we
follow the narrative of the first three variations.
Example 5.24 Depiction of progress from theme through third variation

theme:
simple harmonies and rhythms,
soft

first variation:
begins to parody the theme with
increased movement

second variation
parody continues with rhythms that
allude to 3rd variation

third variation:
the pinnacle of parody, completely
mocking the simple nature of the
theme

In addition to situational irony, I contend the third variation also exhibits properties
of romantic irony (Ex. 5.25). Much as Bonds (2017) argues the coda of Beethoven’s op. 95
destroys an illusion of seriousness, I believe the third variation destroys the illusion of
tranquility within the movement. As I have shown, up until the third variation, the second
movement has established an aura of serenity. This is accomplished by gentle rhythms and
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a restrained use of chromaticism. The third variation seems to come out of nowhere. Right
as it begins, any illusion of calmness is instantly destroyed by the more complex rhythms
and harmonies. I also argue the complex nature of the third movement mocks the simpler
nature of what came before.
Example 5.25: Romantic irony in Beethoven’s Op. 111

Illusion:
Tranquility and serenity,
established by gentle rhythms
and more basic harmonies

Destruction:
Complete change of character, brought
about by an abrupt change in rhythms
and more complex harmonies

* * * * *
At the start of this thesis, I proposed the question, “Why would an aspect of music
deliberately portray some kind of falsehood?” Through a discussion of irony in general and
how irony may manifest in music, what other music scholars have studied regarding irony
in the music of Ludwig van Beethoven, and an analysis of three selected piano sonatas by
Beethoven, I hope to have shown how irony may be brought about by specific
compositional techniques and might help us realize a piece’s true narrative and expressive
qualities. As Schlegel (1967, 153) succinctly expressed in in his essay “On
Incomprehensibility” (Über die Unverständlichkeit): “Irony is the form of paradox, and
paradox is everything that simultaneously is good and great.” (Ironie ist die Form des
Paradoxen. Paradox ist alles, was zugleich gut und groß ist).
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